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Five Things Every Designer Needs to Know to
Run a Successful Business
It goes without saying that Interior Designers are imaginative, creative and artistic. But a
flair for color, spatial arrangements, architecture and textiles isn’t enough. You need a
business mindset. Unless you can apply discipline, organization and business skills, you
will not be successful. We polled our designers, and below are the top five things they
agree every designer needs to know to run a successful business.
1. Organization
2. Communication
3. Money Matters (Budget and Compensation)
4. Resources
5. Education and Knowledge

1. Organization
You can be creative until the cows come home, but if you are not organized you will not
succeed. Design is only part of an interior designer’s job. You are also responsible for
scheduling client meetings, conducting design surveys, creating drawings and specs, and
overseeing installations. Multiply this by the number of projects on your plate, and it's easy
to become overwhelmed and disorganized.
Getting organized will save you time and make daily chores easier. Find a schedule that
works for you and stick with it. If you’re in over your head, hire out for help.
Put systems in place to create and track your tasks and keep you on track. By tracking
your tasks you will:
Gain project visibility so that you know what is going on at all times.
Strengthen your financial controls—by keeping close tabs on how much time you
are spending on various activities such as meetings, shopping for clients, receiving
deliveries, project management, etc., you will understand what needs to be done
for projects and have a roadmap for proposing future projects.
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Establish accountability so that you know who is responsible for each of the tasks
associated with a project. Make sure everyone involved in your project knows what
they are responsible for and when.
Align your resources—involve your vendors when establishing timelines for a
project. Of course, in this industry things do go awry despite careful planning, but
gaining agreement up front makes traveling down the project timeline a little
easier.
Find project problems earlier on—you’ll know when things are supposed to happen
and can catch something that doesn’t happen when it’s supposed to so that you
can jump on it to figure out why, which helps you avoid project delays or costly
mistakes.
Prioritize your projects—identify which projects have the potential of making you
the most money this week and determine what you need to do this week to make
that happen.
Create checklists for every phase of the project. Take
things out of your head and write them down. You can
print checklists out and take them to a jobsite to
ensure you don’t miss anything.
Track your time and expenses. This is especially
critical if you are working on an hourly basis. If you’re
careful about this you will be successful. Paper-based
“timesheets” are okay, but if you don’t have them with
you at all times you risk forgetting how much time you
spent on a particular project in any given day. There
are lots of inexpensive time-tracking apps such as
Example of mobile time management
application from Clicktime.

Toggl, Clicktime, Xero, that allow you to log in from
anywhere on your phone and enter the time so you

have a full and complete record all in one place.
Make time at the end of each workday no matter how tired you are to ensure project hours
are accounted for and to create a to-do list for the next day. The few extra minutes that it
takes to respond to a few emails, denote project hours and plan for the next day help make
the next day a success.
Know your numbers. Look at your cash flow—what money do you have coming in this
week? What expenses? What’s been billed and what needs to be billed? You really need to
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know your numbers to be successful. If you don’t like to do this then have your bookkeeper
do it. Run your income and expense reports every week to see where you are.

2. Communication
It seems so simple. But unless you are able to communicate effectively with your clients,
vendors and contractors you will not succeed. There are many aspects of communication
involved in interior design.
STRONG INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Clear communication is vitally
important to ensure the work being
done is precisely what the client is
anticipating. The ability to motivate
professionals, such as electricians,
plumbers, contractors and architects is
essential since these people will turn
what you have visualized and designed
into reality.

Strong interpersonal skills, listening and asking questions are key to
a designer's success.

LISTEN

Listening to a client’s objectives, understanding their budget and style direction, as well as
understanding their lifestyle, schedule and personality, are key elements to the successful
outcome of any project. Having a more in-depth understanding for a client’s life and
lifestyle allows you to make suggestions beyond what they’ve requested and reinforces
your value.
ASK QUESTIONS

You must be an astute detective. Learn to ask lots of questions and to interpret what your
clients really mean versus what they say. While some clients have clear goals in mind,
others may think they know what they want only to discover that they hate the final
product and are dissatisfied with your work. A successful interior designer is a people
pleaser and a mitigator—and sometimes a mind reader or a marriage counselor.
By communicating effectively you will be able to steer your clients towards a favorable
outcome, while making them feel they are in full control of the design choices. Stellar
communication skills will enable you to achieve the fine balance between making the right
design decision and achieving a client’s desires. No one ever said it was easy!
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WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS

Communicating verbally and strong interpersonal
skills are only part of the equation. You must be able
to effectively communicate in writing as well.
Communicate your capabilities and experience
through a professional resume and a photo
presentation, including letters of recommendation
you may have on file. These are your credentials and
are important for establishing first and
lasting impressions. In addition, listing the design
services you offer in writing is a good reminder to
existing or prospective clients as many designers
Example of a professional Designer CV
with project images.

provide ancillary services, such as party and event
planning, as well as holiday decorating services.

PREFERENCES

It’s not just about communicating, but about finding out the client’s preferred method of
communication. Do they prefer a phone call or do they favor email or text messages?
Regardless of communication preference, you’ll want to clearly articulate in writing any
agreements you’ve come to so that you have something to go back to should the need
arise. It’s professional, and alleviates the issue of dealing with the sometimes costly
challenges of, “But I thought you said…”
SET EXPECTATIONS

Finally, set realistic expectations for your client early in the process. They are used to
seeing instant results without problems on HGTV. Explain timelines and lead times so that
your clients understand how long the project will take. Let them know that, as much as
we’d prefer otherwise, with any big project something will inevitably get off track, but that
you will be there every step of the way to keep things on target and to deal with any issues
that arise.
When things go wrong—and they will—be honest. We’re all human. Be prepared to present
a solution when there is a problem. Don’t overshare and lose your clients’ confidence, but a
little honesty when something goes wrong helps build trust.
Keeping the lines of communication open builds trust and confidence that will strengthen
the relationship with your client for current projects, future opportunities and will ensure
referrals.
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MARKETING

Yes, marketing is yet another form of communication. You need to get the word out.
Develop a marketing plan—press releases, attending community events, getting involved in
regional business endeavors, print advertising. It’s the 21st century. Web presence is a
must. And not just a place holder site. You need to figure out how your pipeline is getting
filled. So many choices. Blogging, social media, Houzz, whatever. Just putting a plan in place
is a step in the right direction to committing to your business’s growth. It puts you in a
much more proactive position and enables you to think ahead, envision, and evolve from a
plan instead of being reactive to economic, competitive and internal situations.

Designer Elizabeth Aaron created a page on Houzz and also gets the word out through Facebook. Courtesy Elizabeth Aaron.

3. Money Matters (Budgeting and Compensation)
BUDGETING

One of the most important things you can do at the start of any interior design project is
set a budget. Accurate budgeting is essential to a successful outcome.
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The first thing you need to know about budgets is that not only is it okay to talk about
them—it’s a must. The second thing you need to know is that your client is probably as
intimidated by the “B” word as you are. The sooner you can have the budget conversation
the better it will be for both you and your client. So simply ask. If they have a budget in
mind and are willing to share it with you there are only two possible outcomes: it’s either
enough or it isn’t. If their planned budget is inadequate, this gives you the opportunity to
educate them on why what they’ve allocated is insufficient to accomplish the desired end
result. Getting your client to commit to a preliminary budget is usually the best case
scenario for understanding the scope of the job as early as possible.
A good budget is more
than the total dollar value
you can spend. It's a
detailed list of every
element involved in your
project. This includes
furniture, raw materials,
build costs, repair
services, installation fees,
window treatments, wall
finishing, flooring,
artwork, accessories and
consulting fees. Once
you've listed all the
elements of the project,
give each line item a
dollar estimate based on
the desired outcome.
Example of a Budget Worksheet. Courtesy of Mochi Home ©2012.

Sum all items to
determine a rough

estimate for the job, and then add a 10 percent contingency reserve to cover unexpected
expenses. Revise individual line items, as necessary, until you meet your total available
funding.
Once you’ve established the budget, a timeline of the job from start to finish as well as all
cost estimates, a spreadsheet of items to be purchased, and sub-contractor estimates for
work performed is an excellent way to show that you are organized and have the job under
control. It will also provide a tool to show any budgetary changes during the course of the
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job and allow you to communicate and discuss them as they occur and, how they should
be handled.
Monitor and Balance Expenses
The key to keeping your budget on track is keeping your line item budget on hand and
tracking every purchase against it. It's as easy creating a checklist with budget values in one
column and actual expenses in another. As you progress through the project, balance your
expenses along the way. For example, if you budget $1,200 for carpet and only spend
$1,000, you can allocate the extra $200 to better lighting. The trick is to balance between
budgeted line items before ever dipping into your contingency reserve by bargain hunting
and considering lower cost alternatives for each piece in your project. By doing this you can
work wonders with even a modest budget.
COMPENSATION

You may have one or more compensation packages that are tailored to meet the services
you offer. Give careful consideration to the size and scope of a job and how you are best
protected where compensation is concerned. How you communicate your fee structure up
front will pave the way for smooth payments as the project progresses. You don't work for
free and this type of mentality needs to be addressed up front before an ounce of effort is
put into a project. When your compensation requirements are communicated up front
and are in writing you have something to refer to should the need arise.
Of course, there is no one formula that is perfect for every business or even every project.
And do remember that regardless of your pricing structure, profitability is the most
important element!
There are a number of pricing options to consider: hourly rate/per-task hourly rate, fixed or
flat fee rate, value rating, and hourly plus markups, among others. Your knowledge of
various approaches to pricing, along with your flexibility, will often determine how you
price the project.
Hourly Rate
This means you charge for each and every moment you spend working on the project,
including meetings, phone calls, emails, shopping, design, drafting, purchasing, installation
and logistics. Your rate will vary by geographic region as well as your experience and
professional standing, but typically will be in the $75 - $250 per hour range.
Books have been written detailing how to determine this, so we won’t go into detail here,
but a quick and dirty formula is to take the salaries you pay out, including your own, and
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multiply that by three, the theory being that the first
third covers salaries, the second third covers overhead
and the final third is your profit. A word to the wise,
here. Don’t just take this standard for granted and
expect a 33% profit. You’ll want to put some careful
thought into what your fee rate and multiplier should

Hourly: Client pays the designer for
each hour worked on the project. Rates
can range from $50-$250 and are

be. You can approach this by determining a multiple

based on location, experience, and

based on direct personal expense (salary plus

talent. Example: $100 an hour x 45 hours –

benefits) or establish the multiplier based on a

$4500.

combination of overhead rate and profit goal.

Flat/ Fixed/ Design Fee: One rate for

Per-task hourly rates recognize that not all tasks are

the entire project. Typically, does not

equal in value. For instance, delivering a set of

include furniture and other items, but is

drawings to a client or doing research might be billed

the price for the designer’s work and

at a lesser rate than design and presentation time.
Larger firms may establish a tiered structure based on
who in the firm is working on the project.
Hourly fee rates are a great way to ensure you get
paid for all the work you do on a project. However, not
all clients will readily agree to an hourly rate since the

time on the project. Sometimes called
a Design Fee. Example: $10,000.
Cost-Plus/ Markup: Client pays the cost
of an item plus a percentage
markup. The cost of the item can be

meter, figuratively speaking, is running all the time

Designer Net or retail. Example: $7500

and they may be uncomfortable with the perception

(retail) minus designer discount of 40% =

of granting you an open invitation to their wallet. You

$4500 (designer’s net) x 35% markup = $6075

can get around this by setting a not-to-exceed limit in
your contract (which, arguably, turns it into a fixed fee
contract).

(cost-plus, client price).
Retail: A variant on the cost-plus model,
this has the designer’s fee built-

Fixed or Flat Fee Rate
This method, which is gaining popularity, requires that
you calculate a fee that will cover all the work and

in. Designer pays the designer net
price. Client pays retail and the

expenses to complete the project, knowing you cannot

designer’s fee is the difference. The

increase the fee beyond the fixed amount. You’ll want

designer will not always receive the

to consider adding a reasonable additional amount to

same percentage, depending on what

cover unforeseen contingencies.

the designer’s discount is. Example:

For obvious reasons, a flat fee has both positive and

$7500 retail minus $4500 (designer’s net) =

negative aspects to it. Clients like it because they sign

$3000 (designer’s fee).

the contract knowing exactly what they will be paying
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and there should be no surprises. The benefit for the designer is that they can establish a
specific payment structure to cover costs and provide income at regular intervals. To be
successful with this method you need to have a good understanding from previous
projects on the average times and expenses required to complete similar projects. And you
must have a thorough understanding of the services that must be performed as well as of
the client’s budget. Any changes or additions to the original plan may require a
renegotiation of the contract.
Fixed or flat fees are appealing to clients who are most concerned about the bottom line.
This is a good method when the scope of the project is easily determined and isn’t likely to
change, on projects that don’t require a lot of supervision, where it’s easy to determine the
time and requirements of the project, and when you have significant experience with the
type of project and scope of services so calculating the fee is straightforward. It is not
recommended for the inexperienced designer due to lack of history and experience in how
long it takes to complete projects.
Value Rating
For this method, once you have determined your project total (based on your hourly
and/or per-task hourly rate), you think objectively about what the project is actually worth.
Do you enjoy a perceived premium value in the marketplace? Or, are you offering
something that is worth more than the hourly cost of performing those services? A good
example of this would be a custom area rug design. You may have a brilliant day and
create a beautiful design in less than an hour. However, you could just as easily spend
“forever” on another design. Clearly the custom design is worth more than one hour at
your hourly rate. To be successful in using value rating, you’ll need to have a very good
grasp of what a custom design would go for. Always go back and divide the value rate by
the number of hours you think it will take to get the job done to see if you are near your
computed hourly rate. And, of course, you will need to be able to convince your customer
of the value.
Hourly PLUS Markup on Goods
This method is generally used when the designer is selling merchandise to the client. It
includes all of the above, plus a markup on custom and trade-only merchandise, and a
percentage on any retail purchases you make on the client’s behalf. This additional markup
covers your time and the expense of managing all the ordering, logistics, trouble-shooting,
delivery and installation of the merchandise. The key to using this method is to charge an
adequate percentage. If you are not charging a design fee for your services it is critical that
you give careful consideration to the percentage and that it is sufficient to provide an
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appropriate amount of revenue, as it will need to cover your direct expenses, you’re your
overhead and your profit. This method works well as long as budgets aren’t reduced at the
last minute, the client does not decide to use a lot of existing furniture, or the client does
not put off purchases or purchase items from someone other than you. You would be wise
to use the cost-plus method in conjunction with some other fee method to ensure you
receive a reasonable gross margin to cover costs and realize a profit.

4. Resources
A smart designer needs to have good resources—people you can rely on to get the job
done. This includes vendors, trade showrooms, contractors, tradespeople, and other
service providers.
All the plans you make can easily be foiled if quality work is not at the forefront of the
service provided. It is important to work with sources that are dependable and trustworthy
and consistently deliver quality. Use contractors that will warranty their work, in writing,
and follow through as they have promised or your client relationships will suffer. Some
tradespeople must be licensed and hold bonds insuring their work. Hiring unlicensed
contractors in states that require licensing leaves you wide open to lawsuits.
Trade showrooms, such as Design Alliance, are an excellent and cost effective resource for
all of your fabric, furniture, case goods, artwork, lighting and flooring needs.
Knowledgeable employees can provide a second opinion on your design challenges and
often have sub-contractor referrals when needed. Trade showrooms offer collections
available exclusively to interior designers that are not sold at retail. These exclusive, highquality selections give you broader design options no matter what you’re creating.
When working with vendors, trade showrooms and tradespeople, it is also important to
understand not only their commitment to quality but how they work. For example, will the
cabinetmaker prepare working drawings or do they expect you to? When materials must
be delivered, who is responsible for freight charges? Who will receive the goods? Make sure
you understand vendor and trade showroom policies with regard to admittance, pricing,
purchasing and borrowing samples.

5. Education and Knowledge
There is a big difference between interior decorators and interior designers. To sum up the
difference in one word, the difference is —Education.
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A good design education is a critical foundation for any designer. In today’s world, a degree
in interior design is a must. Make sure it is CIDA-accredited and that you acquire knowledge
of contract design, building and life safety codes, the latest technology and a strong
foundation in critical thinking. Issues that designers work with and the knowledge base
required to understand them are growing. The complexity of these issues is increasing as
well. Thus, a good foundation is imperative.
But education does not end with your degree. You need to gain experience. Find good
mentors to work with. Collaborate with other designers. Experience, experience,
experience. Practice, practice, practice.
Continuing education is also important. You must stay abreast of changes in technology
and continue to understand the latest research, materials and building and life safety
codes.
Successful interior designers have the knowledge and experience to create interior spaces
that are not just aesthetically pleasing, but also functional and safe. So… Get educated. Get
experience. Be patient. It takes time.

Summing It Up
As an interior designer, you are an expert. You are much more than a creator of pretty
spaces. In addition to your innate flair for color, spatial arrangements, architecture and
textiles, you succeed because:
You are organized and have put systems in place to run your business efficiently
and effectively.
You are a consummate communicator at all levels across the board—a listener, a
negotiator, a motivator, an elaborator, an information giver, a persuader, a peace
maker, a marketer.
You are a business person who understands budgeting and compensation and how
to best structure both for each project. You know your numbers and have an eye on
profit.
You have developed excellent trade resources; you treat them well and are loyal to
them. They, in turn, return your loyalty and take care of you.
You have (or are getting) a good design education and you take continuing
education seriously. You evolve and build your expertise by continuing to learn
through experience and practice.
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